HCRCC - AT THE FLYING FIELD
FEBRUARY 19, 2010
Can you believe it? We actually had a flying day in February. Temperatures are moderating a bit this week
and the wind velocity was in the single digits, so out the Geezers came in force and enjoyed a very good flying
day. Greeting us at the field was water pressure on the RC Club grounds. Wonderful! Our thanks to the
efforts of Mike Lashely working with the Henry County Recreation folks. I’ll look for you at the field..... JRM
Ron Hargrove made it out to the flying field this
afternoon enjoying the shirt sleeve weather and
put on a mini-clinic on WWII War Birds with his
smooth flying F-4U Corsair. Ron said that he
really had a time during construction keeping all
the gull-wing segments in proper alignment. Not
satisfied with the designed configuration of the
kit, he added segmented flaps (3 each side) that
serve well in the landing pattern.
Good work Ron! Always a pleasure to watch
you fly your WWII War Birds.

Jim Brooks and Vic Echevarria were making
the most of the good flying weather today.
Shown here with their streamer trailing sailplanes taking advantage of the moderate temps
and the acceptable breeze from the NNW.

Not able to be with us at the flying field was
Joe Brett who is in the hospital with a preliminary diagnosis of Gall Stones. Joe is having a
bit of a time being patient with the health care
schedule and failure to provide him with a firm
schedule for his treatment and subsequent release............ Easy now Joe!
One of the new items that greeted us this morning was the arrival of the “Aircraft Carrier Landing Platform”. It is as
pictured here and is well constructed and sits on four furniture type rollers. Plans are for use of the landing platform with
both helicopter and fixed wing aircraft during Fun Fly activities. More information will follow and be available at the
February club meeting scheduled for Saturday, February 27. Be there!

